Long term plan 2017 – 2018
Year 3

Whole school
focus
Christian value

PSHE

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Learning me

Global me

Safe me

Healthy me

Creative me

Collaborator me

courage

compassion

forgiveness

friendship

thankfulness

generosity

Me and learning

Me and making a
positive contribution

Burley Woodhead Adventure Scouts

Me and safety (inc
Me and growing
online safety)
and changing
inc drugs education
Terrific Time Travellers
https://www.theguardian.com/teachernetwork/2015/aug/17/how-to-teach-thestone-age

Me and
Me and money
relationships
(Enterprise)
(SRE)
Amazing Archaeologists – Let the games
begin

Adventure Consultants
Experts in teamwork, habitat and animal
identification as well as being expert
problem solvers and mediators
Sikhism
Christianity and
Amrit Ceremony,
Christmas

Children become time travellers who are
sent on different missions into the Stone
Age to find out more about this period of
British History
Sikhism - Sharing
Easter –
and Community,
forgiveness

Children become archaeologists who are
experts at handling evidence and using
their knowledge to piece together stories
from the past
Sikhism
Christianity
Prayer and Worship
Jesus’ Miracles

Adventure stories
The Snorgh and The Sailor
Gold of the Gods – Bear Grylls
The Great Kapok Tree by Lynne Cherry.
The Giving Tree – Shell Silvestri
Poetry – Coming Home by Michael
Morpurgo
Where the Forest Meets the Sea

Stone Age Boy – by Satoshi Kitamura

Greek Myths
The Odyssey
Create their own Greek Myth using Greek
Myth story writing
Mountain Horror by Anthony Masters
Mirror – Jeannie Baker
Poetry Slam

Name of unit of
work

Link to real life
context (children
are being…)
R.E.

English
Texts

Adventure Stories
Non Chronological Report Poster
Coming Home Poem
Instructional writing - recipes for herbal
medicine

The boy with the Bronze Axe – Kathleen
Fiddler bronze visits the Stone Age

Persuasive leaflets about Skara Brai
and Stonehenge
Persuasive Writing – how to use a
Stone Age Axe
An Episode from The Boy with the
Bronze Axe
A letter persuading the tribe to deal
fairly with the boy with the Bronze Axe

Biography of a famous Write a
newspaper report about an excerpt
from a Greek Myth
Write a letter from a
Write a new adventure for Odysseus

A playscript from the Boy with the
Bronze Axe

Drama linked to
English

Drama – Granny’s Underground Garden –
can they defeat the Worzlum and save the
Rainforest?

Drama linked to a Stone Age Village
Can the children persuade the Stone Age
Village to make the right decisions about
the Boy with the Bronze Axe?

Drama linked to Mountains of Greeks
TBA

Maths

Four rules of number
Counting and place value
Calculation strategies –
Written methods - column addition and
Subtraction
Measures length and weight linked to PE,
Science
Investigations, problem solving and
reasoning

Fractions
Four rules of number
Written calculation methods addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division
Measures including time, turns, length,
weight and capacity
Investigations, problem solving and
reasoning
Shape and space

Fractions
Written calculation methods addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division
Investigations, problem solving and
reasoning
Shape and space
Consolidation of skills

Science

Flowering Plants and forces
Movement and feeding – Rainforest
mammals. An inventory of animals – why
are they going missing?
Rainforest fridge magnets for fundraising

Rocks and Soils
Investigate the most appropriate rocks to
make a hand axe, cutting tool and
jewellery – which is hhardest, sharpest,
will polish up the best?

Light and Shadow
Greek Astrononmy

Computing

Internet Research –
find out about
rainforest animals
and the rainforest
habitat and present
in Prezi or MS PPT

Coding - Scratch
Build a simulation
of rain in the
rainforest, raining at
set times

History

Geography

Comparative study

Coding - Logo
Video Presentation
Use Logo to create
about discoveries
a Bronze Axe or
from the Stone Age
Spearhead with
geometric shapes.
Use in Sketch Up
The Stone Age to the Iron Age
Chronology
Secondary and Primary Sources

Internet Research
Create a Padlet
shared learning
resource about
Ancient Greeks

Coding
Use Scratch to
simulate a moment
from a Greek Myth

Ancient Greece
Chronology
Archaeology – primary and secondary
sources
Magical Mountains – Mount Olympus

Local Habitats – Temperate Woodland
Amazon Basin – Tropical Rainforest
Art

Design Tech

Music

P.E

Printing
Rainforest Christmas Cards
Paper – Origami – Rainforest Animals
Textiles
2D shape to 3D product
Create a bag for an explorer to contain a
notebook, map and pencil.
Pulse
Easy B
Recorders
To know what a
recorder is.
Experiment making
sounds.
Use tongue to
make clear
consistent notes.
Play and perform in
solo and ensemble
contexts, using
voices and
instruments with
increasing
accuracy, fluency,
control and
expression.
Listen with attention
to detail and recall
sounds.
Games – ABC
Circuits to keep an
adventurer fit

Pitch
Play and perform in
solo and ensemble
contexts, using
voices and
instruments with
increasing
accuracy, fluency,
control and
expression.
Listen with attention
to detail and recall
sounds.

Games – making
rainforest games for
children to play

Mediterranean climate and Biome

Painting and Chalk
Stone Age style to present day

Greek Pottery

Healthy Meal – packaging and making the
Stone Age diet
Healthy broth and mixed berry compote
Make a Stone Age Axe – Stone Age Tools

Build a Shelter
Shelter Building Day

It’s in the B A G
Recognise notes
Play notes in a
given rhythm
.
Play and perform in
solo and ensemble
contexts, using
voices and
instruments with
increasing
accuracy, fluency,
control and
expression.
Listen with attention
to detail and recall
sounds.

Gymnastics

Rhythm
Play and perform in
solo and ensemble
contexts, using
voices and
instruments with
increasing
accuracy, fluency,
control and
expression.
Listen with attention
to detail and recall
sounds.

BAGC
Recognise notes
Play notes in a
given rhythm
Play and perform in
solo and ensemble
contexts, using
voices and
instruments with
increasing
accuracy, fluency,
control and
expression.
Listen with attention
to detail and recall
sounds.
Use and
understand staff
and other musical
notations.

Dance

Athletics
Rugby

5 note impro
Play and perform in
solo and ensemble
contexts, using
voices and
instruments with
increasing
accuracy, fluency,
control and
expression.
Listen with attention
to detail and recall
sounds.
Place music
listened to in the
correct time ad
space.
Consolidate the
foundations of the
language of music.
Use and
understand staff
and other musical
notations.
Sports Day prep

Dance – Rainforest
Dance
Greetings, numbers, classroom
instructions, introducing yourself
Christmas

Hockey Coach

Global Learning

Trips /
Enhancement

Final outcome

French customs and traditions
Le Tour de France
Revision development and application of
skills
Throughout children will focus upon their pronunciation, reading and writing. They will learn letter strings listen to and respond to
questions, sing in French and take part in role play situations
Sustainability and pressure on habitats
Identity and Diversity
Globalisation and interdependence linked
Society and culture beyond own
to The Mirror comparing Atlas Mountains
experience – linked to Sikhism and tribal
and the Western World
conflict difference in the Stone and Iron
Age
Local Walk – Self Guided Outdoor
Sikh Gurdwara and Bradford Cathedral
Leeds City Museum – Ancient Greece
learning and habitat investigation
Herd Farm Iron Age Experience
Experience
Tropical World Trip
Fundraising over the course of the term
Burley Woodhead Adventure Scouts invite
you to a fundraising event to raise money
to buy an acre of Rainforest, Plum Jam for
the Rainforest

Please use merge cells if anything goes over two half term

Naming food and fruit, days of the week
months of the year, Easter

3 part class assembly
Stone Age
Sikhism
Mountain Habitats

The Festival of Greek Games
Parents invited into school to a sharing
event in the school hall

